
 
 
 
 
Tutorial on EasyAlign 

Jean-Philippe Goldman - University of Geneva 

This document describes the successive steps for the installation and the use of EasyAlign. 

EasyAlign is a Praat plug-in. It produces semi-automatically a multi-tier annotation with a phonemic, 

syllabic, word and utterance segmentation from a sound recording and the corresponding 

orthographic (or phonetic) transcription. The whole procedure is a succession of 3 automatic steps in 

between which some manual adjustments may be necessary. The 5 resulting tiers are grouped in a 

TextGrid and named as phones, syll, words, phono and ortho as illustrated below. EasyAlign is 

designed for French, Spanish and Taiwan Min. Some other languages are under development. At that 

time, it works on Windows only. 
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I. Installation and demonstration 

Installation 
Download and launch the EasyAlignSetup.exe file from latlcui.unige.ch/phonetique . During 

installation, click twice on Next then Finish. 

 

Make sure to have a recent version of Praat. Launch Praat (or restart Praat if it was active during the 

installation), a new submenu appears in the Praat menu. 

 

A demo is included to show the steps one by one. 

Following of demonstration 
Launch the demo with Praat  EasyAlign  Demos  French 

Two objects named « Sound prince » and « Strings prince » are loaded. The first one is a read-aloud 

sound extract of a female speaker loaded from prince.wav file as a Sound object. The second one is 

the content of the text file prince.txt, i.e. the corresponding orthographic transcription formatted as 

«one-utterance-by-line», and loaded as a Strings object. Press Continue after each step. 

1. Macro-segmentation 

The first automatic step of EasyAlign creates a macro-segmentation as a TextGrid with one tier 

named ortho, on the basis of the previously loaded Sound object (the sound file to segment) and 

Strings object (the transcription). After this step, the Sound and the new TextGrid are opened. 

http://latlcui.unige.ch/phonetique


 

Then, the user, i.e. you, should verify the position of every boundary by listening to short portions. A 

practical way to do so consists in listening that the very beginning of each interval corresponds to the 

transcription of that interval. Generally, zooming to a 10-second window is a good setting (i.e. 

narrower than the above picture). 

For this demonstration, all boundaries are correctly positioned. No manual adjustments have to be 

done. 

2. Grapheme-to-Phoneme conversion 

The second step duplicates the ortho tier into a phono tier (i.e. with the same boundaries) but 

replaces the orthographic transcription by a phonetic transcription according to the SAMPA phonetic 

alphabet (cf. Frequent Questions section to see how it is done and what is SAMPA). Here the 

TextGrid with the phono tier. 

 

The phonetic transcription should now be verified for every intervals by listening to them. You must 

pay attention to phonological variations like phoneme insertion or deletion (like liaison and schwa-



elision in French) or other pronunciation possible variations (e.g. spelling vs. reading of acronyms, 

ONU as [ɔɛny] vs. [ony]). A star is added to some liaisons phones in French. 

In the demonstration example, the unique difference between the automatic phonetic transcription 

and the speaker’s actual pronunciation lays in utterance n°3 with an epenthesed schwa at the end of 

word “toutes”. Add it manually this schwa (whose symbol is [@]) and pay attention to do not add 

and delete space characters (see Segment a file, step 5 and Frequent Questions). 

3. Segmentation into phonemes 

The third step aims at creating the phones, syll and words tiers. A speech recognition engine is used 

to estimate the temporal boundaries of each word and of each phoneme of that word. Then a set of 

phonological sonority-based rules defines the syllabic boundaries.  

The first figure of this document shows the final result. When the TextGrid and the Sound are opened 

together, you can listen to words, syllables and phones individually and eventually, make manual 

adjustments of boundaries. 

In this demonstration, all the utterances are aligned correctly. 

II. EasyAlign in details 
The full procedure to segment a sound file depends on the transcription. If the transcription is in a 

text file with a “one-sentence-per-line” format, then one should follow the procedure described in 

II.1. If the transcription is organized in paragraphs then, one should first reformat the text file 

according to II.2. Eventually, if the transcription does not exist, the experience shows that it is more 

efficient to transcribe directly within Praat, by creating an ortho tier, as in II.3, then to follow the 

usual procedure as in II.1 from step 4. 

1. Usual procedure from a sound file and a transcription in a text file 
1. Open a sound file, (Read Read from file…) and its corresponding orthographic transcription 

which has been preformatted into a «one-sentence-per-line» format. Beware of opening the 

sound in Sound object (and not LongSound object) and the transcription as a Strings object 

(New ReadRead Strings from raw text file…). 

2. Select these two objects (Sound and Strings) and launch the script 1. Macro-segmentation in 

the EasyAlign submenu. A TextGrid object is created. It contains a unique tier named ortho 

by default. After this, the sound and the TextGrid are opened together for a manual checking 

as described in step 3 

 
 



3. In the created TextGrid, check the temporal position of every boundaries by listening to 

each utterance one by one. If the position is wrong, one should adjust it. In the following 

image, the auditory checking showed that the red boundary has been erroneously positioned 

by the previous automatic step. It should be moved leftwards (green position) to be adjusted 

to the pause between the two utterances. 

 

4. Select the TextGrid and launch the script 2. Phonetization. The ortho tier will be duplicated 

in a phono tier and the transcription of every utterance will be converted to a phonetic 

transcription by an automatic system. In the form, one can change the tier names and set an 

option that allows overwriting an existing phono tier. 



 
 

5. In the TextGrid, verify and correct the phono tier. Here is a list of common possible causes of 

variation: 

 transcription errors 

 pronunciation errors 

 liaison 

 elision of schwa [sam(@)di] or of other phones [i(l)di] 

 schwa epenthesis (« toutes faites » [tut@fɛt]) 

 pronunciation of numbers (dix-neuf cent cinquante vs. mille neuf cent cinquante) 

 pronunciation of acronyms (reading or spelling) 

 

Beware of keeping the space characters as they are, in order to maintain the same number of 

words in each interval of ortho and phono tier. For example « qu’avec le cœur » is transcribed as 

[kavEk l@ k9R] (3 words) or « qu’ avec le cœur » is transcribed as [k avEk l@ k9R] (4 words) 

 

6. Select the Sound and the TextGrid and launch the script 3. Segmentation. In the form, verify 

the name of the 2 tiers and the chosen language. The following checkboxes tells EasyAlign 1. 

to decide itself if the phoneme followed by a star should be considered or not (“consider 

star”) and 2. to decide if schwa are really pronounced or not. (“allow elision”) 

 



 
 

7. Three tiers are added to the TextGrid : phones, syll, words. Verify that all utterances have 

been aligned. For this, one could either have a quick look at the Sound and TextGrid opened 

together and look for unaligned utterances, or have a look at the Info window which prints 

out a summary of the results of step 3. Several causes may explain unaligned utterances. 

Correct the TextGrid according the various cases described below then launch script 3. 

Segmentation again. 

 Non-SAMPA characters in the phonetic transcription: the transcription of phono tier has 

some characters that are not belonging to the SAMPA alphabet. To correct this, modify 

the phono tier and rerun script #3. Beware that if the script #2.Phonetisation is run again, 

manual modifications in the phono tier will be overwritten. 

 The number of words is different in phono and ortho tiers: during the manual checking of 

the phonetic transcription (step 5 above), one or more space characters might have been 

inserted or deleted. Correct this in ortho and/or phono tier. If the error comes from the 

automatic grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (script#2 in step 4 above), correct it and 

report to the author (jeanphilippegoldman@gmail.com). 

 The segmentation could not be done because the utterance is too long or because the 

phonetic transcription is too distant from the pronunciation or because the signal quality 

is too bas or because the speech rate is too fast. Here are some ways to solve it: 

- Check the orthographic and phonetic transcriptions of unaligned utterances. Beware 

not to relaunch at this stage the script#2.Phonetisation, or manual modifications of 

phonetic transcription would be overwritten. 

- Divide unaligned utterances into two or more utterances by inserting boundaries in 

phono and ortho tiers. Make sure that boundaries do coincide. 

 



It might happen that, despite these efforts, EasyAlign can not align some utterances. This can still 

be done manually for phones and words tiers. The syllabation step can be launched individually 

with the Syllabify tool within EasyAlign menu. 

 

8. Verify the position of phones, syllables and words boundaries. Correct them if necessary. If 

a boundary is dragged, beware of maintaining boundaries integrity by moving them together. 

To do so, you must drag the boundaries with the Shift key pressed at the same time. You can 

modify the default behavior of Praat within the TextGrid Editor, in menu File  Preferences,  

«With the shift key, you drag multiple boundaries/ a single boundary ». 

Again, manual adjustments can be lost if an automatic step is executed further on. More 

precisely: 

 If the Script 2.Phonetization (point 4 above) is rerun after phonetic transcription 

modifications in phono tier (point 5 above), these modifications will be overwritten.  

 If the Script 3.Segmentation (point 7 above) is rerun after phone boundary adjustments 

(point 8 above), these adjustments will be overwritten. 

 

9. Do not forget to save the TextGrid 

2 Pre-format a transcription in «one sentence per line» 
In order to have the transcription in the required “one utterance by line” format, “return characters” 

must be inserted after each utterance. This formatting task can be done in any text editor. Some tips: 

 Pauses are good triggers to end an utterance. 

 Try to avoid utterances of more than 50 words. 

 Suppress characters and portions of text that are not elicited (like <html tags> or other mute 

signs). The usual punctuation can be kept. 

 Take care of saving your transcription file in Text format so it can be read as Strings by Praat.  

 

In the Petit Prince example, the text file is as follows: 

On ne connaît que les choses que l'on apprivoise, dit le renard. 

Les hommes n'ont plus le temps de rien connaître. 

Ils achètent des choses toutes faites chez les marchands. 

Mais comme il n'existe point de Marchands d'amis, les hommes n'ont plus d'amis. 

Si tu veux un ami, apprivoise-moi! 

Adieu, dit le renard. Voici mon secret. 

Il est très simple: on ne voit bien qu'avec le coeur. 

L'essentiel est invisible pour les yeux. 

 
Characters and part of text that are not pronounced, or meta-information such as HTML tags or any 

mute signs should be deleted from the transcription. Punctuation can be left as is.  Do not forget to 

save the file in a text format (as .txt, but not in a text processing format such as .doc or .rtf) 

Segment a non-transcribed file 
As mentioned above, if the orthographic transcription does not exist, the experience shows that it is 

more efficient to skip step 1.Macro-segmentation and to transcribe directly in Praat by creating the 

ortho tier manually. To do so, one has to load the Sound file (menu Read  Read from file…), then to 



create a new TextGrid (Annotate  To TextGrid… with these fields All tier names: ortho and Point 

tiers: leave empty). The new TextGrid has the same duration as the sound file and has an empty 

ortho tier. 

Then, open the Sound and TextGrid together, insert interval boundaries preferably at pauses and 

transcribe each interval one by one by listening to them. You might have to listen to the same 

interval several times depending on your transcription skills. Do not use intervals with duration more 

than 5 seconds to avoid fastidious transcription. Do not forget to save your TextGrid (Menu Praat  

Write  Write to text file…) 

Then follow the usual procedure from script 2.Phonetization (point 4 above). 

Additionnal tools 
Check phone symbols:  verify if the symbols used in a phono or phones tier belongs to the SAMPA 

alphabet of a chosen language 

Syllabify: adds a syll tier in a TextGrid provided that a phones tier and a words tier exist. This may be 

used if some intervals of the phones tier have been segmented manually 

III. Frequent questions 

How does EasyAlign do the macro-segmentation? 
The internal algorithm computes a heuristics based on signal duration and utterance transcription 

length to estimate utterance duration and also relies on pauses. 

How do EasyAlign do the phonetization? 
The grapheme-to-phoneme module of a full text-to-speech system named eLite and developed at 

Faculté Polytechnique de Mons, Belgium, does a linguistic analysis of the orthographic transcription 

to produce a phonetic transcription based on a phonetic dictionary and pronunciation rules. 

How does EasyAlign do the phone segmentation? 
For each utterance, the orthographic and phonetic transcriptions are used by a well-known speech 

recognition engine named HTK (HMM Tool Kit) set to a “forced alignment” mode to catch the 

temporal boundaries of phones and words. 

How does EasyAlign do the syllab(ific)ation ? 
It is rule-based. Two main principles are followed: 1. there is one and only one vowel per syllable. 

and 2. The sonority principle is used to split the consonant clusters. The pauses are also used as 

syllabic boundaries. 

What is the SAMPA phonetic alphabet? 
SAMPA is a phonetic alphabet that slightly differs from the standardized International Phonetic 

Alphabet (IPA). It was designed for computer assessment and uses only simple characters. This table 

presents SAMPA and IPA together with some examples in French. The differences between SAMPA 

and IPA are shown in gray. 

 



SAMPA IPA Exemple SAMPA IPA Exemple 
P p Pas i i Riz 

T t Tas y y Rue 

k k Cas u u Eoue 

b b Bas o o Rôt 

d d Dada O ɔ Robe 

g g Gars A a/ɑ Ras 

f F Fa e e Rez 

s S Sa E ɛ Raie 

S ʃ Chat 2 ø Deux 

V v Va 9 œ Neuf 

Z z Zut @ ə Cheval 

Z ʒ Gite o~ ɔ  Bon 

L l Las a~ ɑ  Banc 

R ʁ Ras e~      œ  Bain 

M m Ma    

N n Na !    

N ŋ Tang    

J j Hier    

W w Ouate    

H ɥ Huit    

Where are the EasyAlign scripts ? 
The installer creates a folder named plugin_easyalign in the Praat folder. Generally, this folder is 

C:\Documents and Settings\<your name>\Praat\plugin_easyalign 

Why don’t some syllables boundaries coincide with word bounaries ? 
The syll tier is computed in a last step, after phones and words tiers. The syllabation is done by 

grouping phones according to the sonority rule. Enchainements and elisions can make surprising 

syllabic boundaries. For example : 

des choses issues de radios commerciales ou de radios classiques et caetera… 

[dɛ-ʃo-zi-sy-dʁa-djo-kɔ-mɛr-sja-lu-də-ʁa-djo-kla-si-kɛk-sɛ-tɛ-ʁa] 

“Out of memory” during step 3 
The step 3 starts by modifying the sampling frequency of the sound at 16000 Hz to adjust it to the 

one of the acoustic models. For this, Praat use a very precise but memory-consuming algorithm. This 

error often occurs in sound file of 10 minutes or more. This threshold may depend on the computer. 

Do not buy a new computer. If this error occurs, you may split the file into several segments. Another 

solution is to resample the file at 16000 Hz with another speech software like CoolEdit or Goldwave.  



IV. Links 
 

Praat Free speech analysis software (Paul Boersma & Daniel Weenink) 

www.praat.org 

Around 

Praat 

http://latlcui.unige.ch/phonetique 

(Praat tutorial - pdf 8 pages) 

http://pierrou.free.fr/indexpraat.htm 

(acoustic measurements - web 9 pages) 

http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/valibel/documents/utiliserPraat.pdf 

(Praat tutorial; pdf 12 pages) 

http://www.stanford.edu/dept/linguistics/corpora/material/PRAAT_workshop_manu

al_v421.pdf (pdf 27 pages) 

http://person2.sol.lu.se/SidneyWood/praate/frames.html (web) 

http://uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/praat-users/ (Yahoo group) 

Transcription SAMPA phonetic alphabet 

http://www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/home/sampa/french.htm  

IPA international phonetic alphabet 

http://www.arts.gla.ac.uk/IPA/ 

Some tips for encoding phonetic characters 

http://latlcui.unige.ch/phonetique  

Transcription conventions at VALIBEL and tutorial 

http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/valibel/documents/transcrirePraat.pdf 

Prosogram Praat plugin for prosodic transcription, using tonal perceptive intonation stylization 

and automatic segmentation in vocalic nuclei (Piet Mertens) 

http://bach.arts.kuleuven.be/pmertens/prosogram/ 

C-Prom Free transcribed, annotated and segmented  

http://sites.google.com/site/corpusprom 

Analor Free software for “période” analysis (Bernard Victorri - Mathieu Avanzi - Anne 

Lacheret-Dujour) 

http://www.lattice.cnrs.fr/-Analor- 

 

jeanphilippegoldman@gmail.com  
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